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Prepare for ramming speed! Defiant Helm Crewman : Sir, there's another star ship coming in... it's the Enterprise! Lt.
Commander Worf : The Borg have cut .... Originally released on Steam Early Access on May 17, 2016, MinMax Games is
excited to announce that Space Pirates and Zombies 2 will .... PREPARE FOR RAMMING SPEED! Averted only because the
Enterprise comes in the nick of time and helps the fleet to destroy the Borg ship without the Defiant .... "Prepare for ramming
speed!" — Worf · #star trek#worf#collision#speed#crash. by bovineone December 06, 2009. Get the mug. Get a ramming
speed mug for .... However, by then it is shieldless and weaponless, so its commanding officer Lieutenant Commander Worf
orders the crew to prepare for ramming speed.. Commander Worf : [hits console] Perhaps today *is* a good day to die! Prepare
for ramming speed!. PREPARE FOR RAMMING SPEED! Save Cancel. Caption. "PREPARE FOR RAMMING SPEED!"
Close. Share to your Steam activity feed. Link:.. Make Worf Ramming speed memes or upload your own images to make
custom ... SINGLE Start Wars | PREPARE THE DEATHSTAR FOR RAMMING SPEED!. rapport main powers offline we've
lost shields their weapons are gone perhaps today is a good day to die. but .... I was trying to locate a POI when my crewman
scored a bullseye on my fighter. Sure I could have been paying .... Prepare for ramming speed! Helmsman: Sir, there's another
starship coming in ... it's the Enterprise! Especially the way they do it. The Borg ship's attacks .... PREPARE FOR RAMMING
SPEED! — Star Trek: First Contact. Advertisement: In science fiction, even if a ship has shields that can .... Prepare for
ramming speed! Defiant Helmsman: Sir, there's another starship coming in! It's the Enterprise! Defiant Helmsman : Main
power's off-line. We've lost .... Prepare for ramming speed! Prepare for ramming speed! Worf. add your own caption. 410
shares. like; meh. caption. Check out our new site Makeup Addiction .... Start Wars | PREPARE THE DEATHSTAR FOR
RAMMING SPEED! | image tagged in worf ramming. by TommyMac. 511 views, 4 upvotes. share. Check the .... If you're
going to ram something, you want to go as fast as possible to increase your kinetic energy as much as you can. I would take
ramming speed to mean "turn the engines to full and leave them there." Well, if you can still warp and the enemy is bogged
down then you can escape to fight another day.. Prepare for ramming speed! Again it's one ship, and the Defiant is happy and
healthy over at DS9 for this episode, so it didn't affect the fleet.. Democrats at Ramming Speed. The White House wants to pass
as much legislation as possible before losing its big majorities, no matter how .... KEEP CALM and PREPARE FOR
RAMMING SPEED. Another original poster design created with the Keep Calm-o-matic. Buy this design or create your own ....
This exchange, leading to what is arguably the Enterprise-E's first CMoA. Worf: Then perhaps today is a good day to die!
Prepare for ramming speed! Helmsman: ... 4eb2b93854 
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